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In this paper we carry on our study [4] of the algebraic representations of 
general stochastic processes. We give methods for constructing the algebraic 
representation of a stochastic process from the distribution of the process at a 
fixed finite number of times, we develope some techniques of integration, and 
we introduce the notion of a fibre bundle representation of a stochastic process. 
We then use this fibre bundle representation to study existence, methods of 
computation and the geometry of Markov process representations of the general 
stochastic process; thus extending [4] where existence was only discussed for 
discrete time or simple stochastic processes. 
I. GENERAL THEORY 
1. Introduction 
Any stochastic process can be thought of as a measure p on its path space 52. 
The measure y  lives in the linear space &(sZ) of all measures on 52. In this paper 
we develope techniques for analysing 9, via the smallest Iinear subspace of M(Q) 
which contains q and is closed under time shifts and restrictions of starting 
points. 
2. Algebraic Representations 
Suppose that Y is a finite subset of the real numbers and that (Q.9) is the 
measurable space of all right continuous functions w mapping the time parameter, 
which in the discrete time case is the nonnegative integers and in the continuous 
time case is [0, oo), into 9 where .F is the u-field generated by the events 
X(t, w) = w(t) E UC 9. We define a stochastic process to be a set @+ of all 
probability measures v  in a linear subspace (0 of the linear space .M(O, 9) of all 
finite measures on (Q, 9) where 
(i) @ is closed in the weak * topology of J(Q, 2F) = C*(Sa, St) where 
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C(Q.9) is the Banach space of all functions continuous in the product topology 
of 9. 
(ii) @ is closed under the semigroup of operators T(t), t E [0, co) defined 
by T(t) d-W3 E U, ,..., -q&J E Unl = cp[-qt + t1) E u, ,a**, -qt + t,) E Q]. 
(iii) Q, is closed under the operators E(U), U C Y defined by E(U) &l) = 
&wq E u, A>. 
The collection A = (@, T(t), E(U),p*), where p* is the linear functional on 
@ defined by p*q~ = &?), will be called the algebraic representation of the 
stochastic process. Clearly the joint distribution of any cp E @ can be calculated 
from the algebraic representation via 
cp[X(tl) E u, ,..., X(t1 + ... + L) E U,l = p*E( U,) qt?J ... E(U,) T(t3 p. 
Throughout this paper, we will denote E(U) @+ by @V and E(@>) @+ by @( . 
Also in the discrete time case we will let G = T(1) - I and will sometimes 
write T(1) as T. In the continuous time case we will always assume that the 
generator G = Em,, [T(h) - II/h of the semigroup T(t) is bounded in the 
norm (total variation) topology of ,ti(Q, 9) so that T(t) = exp(tG). In the 
continuous time case we will also sometimes write G as h-%T(h) if a suitable 
version of In exists. 
3. Construction of the Algebraic Representation 
Now suppose that 9’ is finite, and that we are observing some organism which 
is governed by an unknown measure v. We propose the following procedure 
for finding the algebraic representation of q~. We observe the joint distribution 
of the organism at a fixed number n of times to = 0, tl = 2-“,...,t, = n2-. We 
then let pa,(a, ,..., a,,) be the probability that the organism will start at b, and 
traverse the path segment a,, ,..., a, . That is to say, the probability that the 
organism will be in state b,, at time 0 and in the state ai at time i2-“, 0 < i < n. 
We then observe the joint distribution of the organism at times t, ,..., t,+l , and 
we let tlbs,(ao ,..., a,,) be the probability that the organism will be in the state 
b, at time 0, bl at time 2-” and in the state a, at time (i + 1) 2-” for 0 ,< i < n. 
We proceed, in this manner, letting pa,,,,,(a, ,..., a,) be the probability that the 
organism will be in the state bi at time i2-“, 0 < i < K and in the state ai at time 
(i + h) 2?, 0 < i < n. The resulting measures form a linear space M = Mm,, 
of measures on P+l = Y X ... x 9’. We define on M the linear operators 
572-9, E(U), U C 9 and the linear functional p* by defining them on a basis 
of M via 
W-‘%bo...b, = c pb,...b,b 
IES 
E(U) v(ao ,.-, a3 = x&J Go ,-.., 4) 
p*v = v(9”“), 
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where xv is the indicator function of U. Letting 
T(t) = exp(tG), G = 2%zT(2-“), 
where we take any real version of In T(2-9, we get a collection 
A = (M, T(t), E(U), P*) 
which is the algebraic representation of a stochastic process. That is to say, to 
each Y E M we get a signed measure 9” on the measurable space (In, 9) via 
w(X(tJ E u, ,*.*, X(t1 + ... + tn) E U,) =p*E(U,) T(t,) ‘.* E(U,) T(t,) V. 
The question now is whether the measure q+, , p = & & , is equal to: the 
unknown measure ‘p. 
THEOREM 3.1. If rp has an algebraic representation of Jinite dimension, then 
for some choice of the logarithm and for m, n s@ciently large we have y  = (pu . 
Proof. Suppose that ‘p has a finite dimensional algebraic representation 
(q, T(t), E(U), P*> ad that vl ,.-, Q)d form a basis for CD. For each pair m, n of 
positive integers and each # E CD let # (m*n) be the measure 4 restricted to the 
times 0, 2-” ,..., n2-” and let 
For m, n sufficiently large, the dimension of cD(~,~) is equal to the dimension 
d of @. Indeed, suppose that this were not true. Then for all m, n we would have 
constants ci”@,..., c:~*~) not all zero such that 
Clearly we can assume that the point (cimPn),..., ~J;“~“‘)lies on the unit sphere in Rd. 
It follows that there exists a subsequence of the sequence (c:~*~~~,..., cimVm2m’) 
which converges to a point (cl ,..., cd) on the unit sphere and 
w1+ *" + c,v,j = 0 
on all cylinder sets with time basis 0, 2-* ,..., (m2”) 2-m = m. 
Thus 
Wl + -" + Cdyd = 0 
for all sets in the smallest u-field containing the cylinders and so we have a 
contradiction since we have assumed that v1 ,..., p’a was a basis for @. Thus we 
have shown that there exist positive integers m, n such that the dimension of 
M is equal to the dimension of 0. The mapping y  of v  + q4m.n) is a linear 
1 ?l mapping of @ onto M,,% for which 
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and so 
which completes the proof. 
We note here that if the appropriate strong law of large numbers holds then 
the meames pb,,..b,(~o ,-., a,) can be estimated by observing a single organism 
and computing 
To illustrate the above ideas we consider the following simple numerical 
example with m = 0. At each time K an organism is in either the state a or the 
state b. We observe a large number of these organisms at times 0, 1,2 and 3 and 
record the frequencies of the various observed path segments. For example we 
observe that 5265 out of every 100,000 organisms remained in the state a at 
times 0, 1, 2 and then jumped to state b. We record this fact by saying that the 
frequency of the path segment auub was .05265. Suppose now that the frequen- 









.03967 baaa .01727 
.05265 baub .02291 
.03080 baba .01341 
.09173 babb .03992 
.03080 bbaa .04883 
MO88 bbab .06480 
.06222 bbba .08709 
.I5125 bbbb .20577. 
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From these frequencies we construct the 8 measures 
p,(m) = .21485 
pJu6) = .28515 
PL,W = 0 
PnW = 0 
p&u) = .09232 
p&b) = .12253 
Paa(W = 0 
PLmW = 0 
paba(uu) = .03080 
/&b&4 = -04088 
PLzba(W = 0 
Paba(W = 0 
Since 
Pb(4 = 0 
PbwJ) = 0 
,ub(6u) = .09351 
&66) = .40649 
pba(uu) = XI4018 
~&zb) = .05333 
POW = 0 
PbaW = 0 
Plzbb(4 = 0 
Pa**(~) = 0 
/~&bu) = AI6222 
/L&(66) = .15124. 
,u,,(bu) = .07168 
paa(bb) = .21347 
PbbW = 0 
PbbW = 0 
Pba(6u) = .I1 363 
/+,(bb) = .29286 
TCL, = Paa f kb = *4297&x + /-%zb 
T/hi, = CL,,,, + /.&,b = .18701/~, - .35582/e+, + 2.@,947,&,, 
T&a = hba + thbb = .14336/.~, - .26610pb + 1.21523,‘,, , 
we can take A to be the linear space of measures on Y2 with basis pa , pb , pab . 
With this basis the vectors pa , pb and &b can be represented by the 3 tuples 
(1, 0, 0), (0, 1,0) and (0, 0, 1) and the operators T(l), G = ZnT(l), E(u) and 
E(6) and the linear functional p* can be represented by 
( 
.42970 0 1 
T(1) = .18701 -.35582 2.04947 
.14336 -.26610 1.21523 ) 
( 
- .99986 99956 .00053 
G = -BOO73 -3.04800 5.34587 
.18696 - .78531 1.04920 
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thereby giving us the algebraic representation A = (M, T(t), E(U),p*) of 
qU , p = p,, + p,, . Thus if the dimension of the algebraic representation of the 
unknown measure q~ is 3 or less, then yU = y and we can use ‘pu to predict the 
probabilities of future events via 
4. Mwkov Process Representations 
Any temporally homogeneous Markov process X* on the extreme points 
@ ++ of @+ whose transition probability function Pt satisfies 
WP = j-++ w&J, 44 
will be called an inner structure for X. An inner structure X* of X represents 
X in the sense that X is a function of X*. That is to say, for each q~ E 0, , 
cp[-qt,) E u, ,***, X(&) E u,l = P,[ax*(t,) E u, )..., ax*(&) E u,l 
where P,,, is the measure describing X* with initial distribution m satisfying 
9,= I h@#> @++ 
and ol is the function mapping CD+, into Y defined by 
This is true because 
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A temporally homogeneous Markov process 2, on a state space F will be 
called a Markov process representation of the measure pl if there exists a mapping 
01 of F into Y and an initial distribution m of 2, such that 
d-m) E u, ,.*a> X(&J E U,] = Pm[a 0 Z(t,) E u, ,...) a 0 Z(t,) E U,]. 
II. DISCRETE TIME THEORY 
5. Discrete Time Integration 
Suppose that UC 9’ and that T(W) = TV is the first time that the path w 
is in UC. Our problem in this section is to find a method of integrating functions 
f mapping Q + (-co, co) when f is measurable with respect to the o-field 
s7 = 9(X, , u < T). That is to say, we wish to find the linear functional af* 
defined by 
af*(p = f(w) 9@4, i 
FE@. 
To do this, we define We+ = w(t + U) and 
f’(W) =fh+) -f(W), w(0) E u 
and if w(0) = f E UC we let 
f(5) =fGJ), 
and arrive at the basic 
THEOREM 5.1. I f  p(~ < CO) = 1, y  E CD+ then a? is the unique solution of 
G * * af = a;, on %, 
4% = f  (OP*, TEdif, EE UC. 
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Proof. Clearly for q~ E Qpu we have 
and, for t E UC and v E QE , we clearly have 
since f is S7 measurable and so is only a function of w(O) = e. To prove unique- 
ness, we first note that for v E Gcr we have 
G*a* +/(l+~ = &(,+&J 
= 




= 1 + T(w1+) v(dw) - 1 1 ;‘y& ddw) 
T(W) 2z.z 
S[ 
T(W) - 1 
T(W) - 1 + T(W) 1 Y@JJ) 
s 1 =-- T(W)(l + T(W)) ddw) < ” 
and if q E QU, we have 
&l,,P = 0. 
Now suppose that ct and cg are both solutions of our equations. That is to say, 
If, for each E > 0, we let b$ be the linear functional defined by 
b: = c,* - 6 + d-/(,+,) 
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then clearly 6: satisfies 
G*b$ -=z 0 on err 
b:rp = 0 on CD,.,, . 
Suppose that b$p < 0 for some v E Gv . Since @+ is weak * compact and since 
b$ is continuous in the weak * topology of @+ , it follows that b$ must obtain its 
minimum value in @+ at some point 9)0 E CD+ . Since v0 = E(U) q3s + E( UC) q0 
and since b,*E( UC) 91s = 0 we can choose q,, E Gv. But by the minimum principle 
G*b* c y. = bfT(~)~,, - b,*FO = b:E(U) W)F~ - b&r, 3 0 
which is a contradiction since we have G*b&+, < 0 when q+, E Qv, Thus we 
must conclude that b$y 3 0 for v E Qo. Letting E + 0 we see that c& > c.& 
for all 9 E @+ . Interchanging cz and c.$ yields, via the same reasoning, c& > c$qx 
Thus cf = c$ and the theorem is proved. 
Some applications of Theorem 5.1 are: 
THEOREM 5.2. Zfp(~ -=c co) = 1,~ E CD+ and ;ff(w) =~(w(T(w)) is integrable 
then af* is the unique solution of 
G*a* = 0 f on &J 
ah =fW, cpEcDE, 5E U”. 
Proof. The theorem follows from the fact that in this case for w(O) E U, 
f’(w) = f  (%+(+I+))) - f  (4+))) = 0. 
THEOREM 5.3. If  p(T < co) = 1, p c @+ and ;ff(w) = T(W) is integrable then 
a; is the unique solution of 
G*a: = -p* on CD” 
a:y = 0, cpE@f, 5E U”. 
If  fn(w) = T(W)n, then a;” can be found from aTSbl since a;” is the unique solution of 
G*aTn = z: (1) (-I)“-“a$ on @P, 
az9, = 0, qJE@f, 5ElJC. 
Proof. The theorem follows from the basic one since 
f’(W) = T(W1+) - T(W) = T(W) - 1 - T(W) = -1 
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and 
f;(w) = T(cul+)n - T(oJ)n = (T(W) - l>” - +> = $1(i) (-1)“-k 7(W)! 
THEOREM 5.4. If cp(~ -c 00) = 1, cp E @+ and iff(w) = n(w), the number of 
jumps of w between times 0 and r(w), is integrable; then a; is the unique solution of 
Proof. Once again the theorem follows from the basic one since for w(O) E U 
we have 
f'(w) = nh+) - n(W) = -~,,~,,,44)) 
so that for ‘p E ~0~ , 5 E U, 
a&p = I f'(w)pW) = -4-W) # W-91 = -p*(P) W)TJ. 
THEOREM 5.5. I f  ~I(T < co) = 1, IJI E @+ and if f(w) = C','=",'g(w(k)) is 
integrable then a; is the unique solution of 
G*a,*p, = --g(5) P*V, VE@E, Cf-EU 
4% = g(E), qJEa+, [E UC. 
Proof. The theorem follows from the fact that for w(O) E U 
f'(W) =f(%+) -f(w) 
7(w1+) & 
= z. &lfW - ,c, h@N 
TklJb-1 r(w) 
= ,c, hJ(h + 1)) - c d4K 
k-0 
= ---&J(0)) 
so that forg,Eoc, 5~ U, 
& = s f'(4ddw) = ---g(t) ~(4 = -M)P*~. 
THEOREM 5.6. Iftp(7<co)=l,cpc@+cmdif 
f  = hc = xh:w hits I before leaving V) 
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then af* is the unique solution of 
G”a;* = 0 on @U\k) 
a?v = x&l), YE@??? rl E UC u (5). 
Proof. The theorem follows from the fact that for w E U\(t) 
f’(uJ)=f(wl+)-f(w)=O. 
THEOREM 5.7. If  F(T < 00) = 1, y  c @+ and ;f f  (w) = number of times the 
path w intersects itself up to time T(W) is integrable, then a? is the unique solution of 
G*a,*v = -T(l)* ah*,v, YE@+, 6EU 
a:y = 0, TE@c, 5EU=, 
where azC is found as in the preceding Theorem. 
Proof. Once again the theorem follows since for w(O) E U 
f’(w) =f (WI+) - f(w) = -X(W:W@)=W(O)80meO&k(+(w,}(W) 
sothatifvEEe,tEUwehave 
a$p) = -p[q+ hits E before it hits UC] 
= -T(l) ~[CIJ hits 5 before it hits UC] 
= -a,*,T(l)p, 
= -T(l)* a&. 
THEOREM 5.8. If  F(T < co) = 1, v  E @+ and if f  (w) = number of mm of w 
up to time T(W) is integrable, then af” is the unique solution of 
G*ar = - T*E({~}c)*p* on @,, EEU 
a,*9, = 1, v’E@)C, 5$E U”. 
Proof. Once again for w(O) E U 
f’(w) = f  (WI+) - f(w) = -xrw:w(O)+w(l)l(~) 
so that for v E BiE , .$ E U we have 
a& = 
s 
f’(u) y(dw) = -T[W : w(l) # fl 
= -P*WW TV 
= -T*E({[}C)* p*cp 
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THEOREM 5.9. If ~(7 < co) = 1, v E @+ and ;f f(w) = number of distinct 
states visited up to time T(W) is integrable, then ~7 is the unique solution of 
G*a; = -T*(p* - h;) on Qc, 6Ei.l 
4 =l on DE, 5P u, 
where h: is found via Theorem 5.6. 
Proof. The theorem follows from the fact that for w(O) E U we have 
f’(w) = fh’) - f(w) = I-;> 
if w(O) is visited twice or more before T(W) 
, if if w(O) is visited only once before T(W) 
andsoforp,E@)d,fEU, 
u$p = -Tv([ never visited before T) 
= -(p* - h;) Tp 
= -T*(p* - h;)q. 
THEOREM~JO. I f  q(~<co)=l, ‘PE@+ and if f,&)=[w(O)+... 
+ w(r(w))]n is integrable then, letting at = aTfl, it follows that ai = p* and in 
general a$ can be found from a$,..., a:-1 as the unique solution of 
G*d = FI (i) (- 5)“-ka~ on DE , f  E U 
Proof. The theorem follows from the observation that for w(O) E U, 
which yields 
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THEOREM 5.11. If  ~(7 -CC co) = 1, ‘p E @+ and ;ff(w) = U,(W) is the number 
of upcrossings of the path w of the level ar $ Y up to time T(W), then af* is the unique 
solution of 
G*a,* = -E(-co, a)* T(l)* E(ci, +co)*p* on @, 
af*9, = 0, g)E@“C. 
Proof. The theorem follows from the fact that for w(O) E U 




f’(w) C&L) = -&J : w(0) < OL, w(1) > a]. 
THEOREM 5.12. If  p)(T < CD) = 1, v~@+andif 
f(w) = X[o:maxl<~(,,,,w(k)<.l(W) 
then af* is the unique solution of 
G*a,* = 0 ofl @fJ\[a,m) 
ah = xkd4) P*n (PE@C, I E [U\[% co)]“. 
Proof. This theorem follows from theorem 5.2 by replacing U in that 
Theorem by u\[ar, a~) and letting f  (t) = x(-~,,)(&. 
THEOREM 5.13. If  CJI(T -=c CD) = 1, v  E @+ and f  is irztegrable and if there 
exists a function g mapping 9’” into (-co, co) such that 
f’(w) =&o(O), w(l),..., w(W) 
then af* is the unique solution of 
@a* = I I s 
**- g(uo ,..., %I) w%)* T(l)* -.. E(du,-,)* T(1)” E(du,)*p* 
on Orr with boundmy condition 
Proof. Obvious. 
Forgetting about uniqueness, we can also get results such as 
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THEOREM 5.14. If  tp(~ < a) = 1, y  E @+ and ;f f,(w) = eia%!$o(h), then 
aTa is a solution of 
Proof. Clearly 




iaC;~$dk) =e iaZi%,w,o(k) -e 
= [ediaw(‘) _ 11 f(w) 
and so the theorem is proved. 
As another example we have 
THEOREM 5.15. If v,(T < m) = 1, v  E @+ and iff (w) = w(O) w(l) ... U+(W)) 
is integrable, then a: is a solution of 
Proof. Once again 
f’(w) = f (WI+) - f(w) 
= wl+(o) ... wl+(T(wl+)) - w(0) w(1) ... W(T(W)) 
= W(1) *” W(1 + T(W) - 1) - W(0) W(l) .” W(T(W)) 
= [l - W(o)] W(l) *” W(T(W)) 
sothatforp,EBc,tEU 
a& = J f ‘(4 VW) = (1 - 5) If (WI+) VFW) = (1 - 5) 1 f (w)(TdW)) 
= (1 - 5) T*a;p 
Thus the proof is completed. 
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Iff is not measurable with respect to a u-field FT where r is the exit time from 
some set U, then in some cases we can still use the above methods to find uf*. We 
proceed as follows. We introduce a new state * to 9’ and introduce a killing 
time 7 = r6 , E > 0, which kills the original process at time 1z with probability 
~(1 - E)“. We then define f on the killed path wz, 
44, 
44 = * 
n<k 
3 n 3 k; 
and we do this in such a manner that 
f(w) = !$fbJ,*). 
Now, with each original F E CD we get the integrals 
and 
4.8 = D k~of’m 4 - 4” v&J) 
off andf’ respectively with respect to the killed F measure. Taking U to be Y 
and UC to be { *}, it follows from our basic theorem that u$,~ is the unique solution 
of 
where G, = T, - I, T,cp = (1 - C) Ts, + l cp.+.p*‘p, T$q+ = F* is the measure 
defined by v*(X(t,) = *,..., X(&J = *) = 1 all 0 < t, < ... < t, < co. Solving 
these equations gives us a:,+ for each E > 0. We can then let E + 0 to get a* = 
lim,,, ~j=,~ . Indeed, for F E @+ , 
I 4% - 48 I = 1 Jrw Y&J) - J of 4 - 4” ddw) 1 
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Thus iff(w$) converges smoothly enough tof(w) then by choosing N sufficiently 
large we can make the right hand expression as small as we please and then 
choose E to make the left hand expression small. 
As an example of where one might use this procedure, suppose that we take 
f(w) = u,,,(w) = number of upcrossings of the interval [a, b] by the path W. 
Then we can let f(wt) be the number of upcrossings of the path w up to the 
killed time k. From the above we see that UT,. = a* is the unique solution of 
G*a* e F I = 4% = -(l - 4 qJ[X(O) < a, X(1) > b] 
= -(l - c) E(-a, a>* T*E(b, aI>* p*y, v E CD+ 
afp* = 0. 
Thus we have 
THEOREM 5.16. A suficient condition that limn- X, exist almost sure& is 
that for each a < b the solution a$ of 
G,*a,* = --E(-co, a)* TzE(b, cq*p* 
aTq7* = 0 
has a jinite hit as E + 0. 
As another example of this procedure we have 
THEOREM 5.17. ht’ fE9, 
$2 or-% = (1 = I$$ E(l - E)[I* - (1 - E)T*]-l E(f)*p*, 
provided that the limit exists. 
Proof. If 
fdw) = Xck+(~) - l)), lo T(W) b 1 2 T(W) = 0 
then 
fxw) = lo’xf(w(o)), 
T(W) > 1 
T(W) = 1 
and so, using the E stopped process, we have a* - a* p,C jt,e as the unique solution of 
GTa& = -4 - 4 xh)p* on @n 
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G:u;*.e = (1 - 4 T*& + 4&4P* - @., 
= --[I* - (1 - E)T*]ug, 
= -E(1 - 4 xc(dP* on @ 
and so 
[I* - (1 - e)T*]uz, = ~(1 - E) E(t)*p* on @ 
which in turn implies that 
a& = E(1 - e)[I* - (1 - E)T*]-f E([)*p*. 
But if lim,,, y[X, = 51 exists then 
ljz az,p, = F+v 2 ~(1 - ‘I* V[Xk = i?l 
k-0 
and so the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 5.18. When 0 is Jinite dinmsiml each operator can be thought of 
us a matrix and 
fiifnm d-K = a = adj(l* - T*) E(t)* P*V p*p, adj(I* - T*) p*p, ’ 
6. Q Representation 
Suppose that (@, T(t), E(U), p*) is the algebraic representation of a stochastic 
process. Our task is to find the subset (P, of probability measures in 0. This is 
equivaient to finding the set of all cp E CJ for whichp*v = g)(Q) = 1 and 
rp[-qt,) E ql ,--, X(t, + -.* + cl) E &I 
= p*E(Un) T(tn) -** E(G) T(%l) cp 
= T(t,)* E(U,)* -a- %,)* WJ,,)*P*g, 2 0 
for all choices of nonnegative t,, ,..., t, and measurable subsets U,, ,..., U,, of 9. 
Now, if we let @f be the smallest weak * closed positive cone of linear functionals 
on @ containing all functionals of the form 
T(t,,)* E(U,)* **a T(t,)* E(U,)*p* 
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where t, ,..., t, are nonnegative and U, ,..., U,, are measurable subsets of 9’; 
then we see that v E @+ if and only if p*q~ = 1 and &I > 0 for each 19 E W+. 
Indeed, we can go one step further and say that v E CD+ if and only if p*(p = 1 
and 
where 0 is a set consisting of one linear functional from each of the extremal 
rays in a weak * dense subset of the extremal rays of the positive cone @PT. This 
set 8 gives rise, in turn, to a new representation (0, p, 3, T(t), E(v)), which we 
will call the 0 representation, of the original stochastic process as follows. Each 
‘p E @ can be thought of as a function f = fw on 0 defined via 
The resulting functions form a linear space 55 on which we can define linear 
operators T(t), E(U) and a linear functional p* by 
mof,xe) = fmo*e) 
vwf,)69 = xde)fdo xu = xsu = XE(u)te 
p*fo, = j-@f&? PP) 
where p is a nonnegative measure on 0 defined via 
Furthermore, the collection (S, T(t), E(U), p*) is isomorphic to the algebraic 
representation (@, T(t), E(U), p*) via the mapping y: CJJ -+ f, in the sense that 
YW Q = w YQ 
YW)Q = W>YQ 
f’*?‘Q = i’*Q 
and, in particular, denoting y-‘f by Q, , these last three equalities imply that 
p*-wn) ml) *** Jwo) WlJf 
= P*wn) Wn) *.* Et Uo) Wo) r-Y 
= Q,[x(to) E u, ,..., x(& + *-’ + tn) E un]. 
We note here that y is one to one since if YQ = 0 then (YQ)(e) = 0 for all 8 E 8 
and so eQ = 0 for all 6 E Q which in turn implies that f$ = 0 for each 8 E @+ . 
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Since 19 = T(t,)* E(U,)* ... T(t,)* E(U,)*p* E @*+ this means that T maps 
each cylinder into zero and so 9 is itself the zero measure. 
Now we can let L?&+ = y@+ and X++ = y@++ . Clearly finding %+ is equivalent 
to finding the set of all nonnegative functions f E !Z on 0 for which p*f = 
Jf(8) p(d8) = 1. Th is, in turn, can be accomplished by finding the set X,, 
of extreme points of X+ . In this regard we have the following 
THEOREM 6.1. Suppose that f E .Y+ . Then a necessary and su..cient condition 
that f E 93”++ is that f have a maximal zero set in 0. That is to say, for any g E 3, 
g not a scaler multiple off, 
I I go --03 “iP f(8) 
where it is understood that the supremum is taken only over those 0 where f  (0) and 
g(B) are not both equal to zero. 
Proof. Suppose f  E 95+, and that f  does not have a maximal zero set in 0. 
Then there must exist a function g E 57, g not a scaler multiple off, with 
Thus 
0 < (2a)-l = sup lg(e)/f(e)l < m. 
0 
o<-if+$%<f 
since if f (e) = 0 we have 
and 
i-f(e) + &g(e) G &f(W + 011 m/m)11 
% f(S) 
and if f (6) = 0 then clearly g(B) = 0. Thus since f  E %++ we must have f a 
scaler multiple of g which is a contradiction. Thus f has a maximal zero set. On 
the other hand, suppose that f E A?+ has a maximal zero set. Then if there exist 
functions g and h in X+ , not constant multiples off, and a real number OL, 
0 < 01< 1 such that 
f  = ag + (1 - 4 h, 
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then since f, g and h are nonnegative and since f has a maximal zero set we have 
1 = “!P O1 f(O) go+(La)~I =OO 
which is clearly impossible. Thusf~ S?++ and the theorem is proved. 
7. Extremal Paths 
Every extremal functional e* E 0 is a limit of functionals of the form 
c,E(U,)* T*E(U,)* *** T*E(U,,)*p*, c, > 0. 
When an extremal functional e* is actually equal to a functional of the above 
form -it follows immediately from the fact that e* is extremal, that the sets 
u 0 ,-a*, U,, can be chosen to be singleton sets {~a},..., {u,}. In this case we call the 
path segment u,, ,..., U, an extremal path. What is interesting about extremal 
paths is that they separate the past and future in the following sense. 
THEOREM 7.1. If u,, ,..., u, is an extremal path then there exists a measure 
# E CD+ such that for all initial measures q~ E @+ with v(X(O) = u,, ,. . . , X(n) = u,) > 0, 
f&l,+ / X(0) = u, ,..., X(n) = 24,) = #(A). 
That is to say, the “past” v and “future” A,+ are independent of each other given 
that the path u,, ,..., u, has been traversed. 
Proof. Clearly for any cylinder A we can define E(I1)*p*q~ = cp(A) so that 
e* = E(u,,)* T*E(u,)* --* T*E(u,)*p* 
= E(u,)* T*E(u,)* --- T*E(u,)* E(A)* p* 
+ Eh,)* T*E((y)* .-- T*E(u,)* E(A”)*p*. 
Since these last two functionals are in @z and since e* is an extreme point of 4PT 
it follows that there must exist a constant #(A) such that 
WJ * T*E(ul) * n-e T*E(u,)* E(d)*p* = @l) e*. 
Thus for any p g @+ with 
e*p, = 9(X(O) = u0 ,..., X(n) = 24,) > 0 
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we have 
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qJ(A1;’ 1 X(0) = 240 )...) X(n) = 24,) 
= $QL+, X(O) = %l ,a*-, X(n) = %I> 
v(X(O) = u(J ,..., X(n) = 24,) 
= quo)* T*E(u,)* ..’ T*E(u,)* E(A)* p*9, 
e*9, 
= *w 
and the theorem is proved. 
8. Simple Extensions 
The purpose of this section is to show how to construct a minimal simple 
extension @** of a nonsimple @. That is, we show how to construct a linear 
space @** of measures on (52, fl) for which 
(i) @C@** 
(ii) the set @T* of probability measures in @** is a simplex. 




?P = @Jr**. 
The construction is carried out as follows. Suppose that 8 consists of one point 
from each ray in co*++ , the extremal rays of @T , and that 
(i) 0 = (0, ,..., 0,) is finite. 
(ii) P* = CL 4 
(iii) T*ej = & f$dp(& , t9,) 
wi, e5) 2 0 
2 p(e, , e,) = I. 
h-1 
To each Bi E 0 we associate a probability measure pi on (Sz, 9) via 
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and we let @** be the linear space of measures on (Q, 9) generated by the 
measures vi , i = 0, 1,2 ,... . We then have 
THEOREM 8.1. Under the above conditions, @** is a minimal sitnpb extension 
of @. 
Proof. If A is any cylinder 
A = [X(O) E u, , X(1) E u, )..., X(n) E u,l 
then we let E(A)* be the operator 
E( U,)* T*E( VI)* --- T*E( U,)*. 
It follows that 
E(A)*p* = E(U,,)* T*E(U,)* .-- T*E(U,,)* p* 
= E( U,,)* T*E( VI)* l -a T*E( U,)* c IVY,, 
8 
= E(U,)* T*E(U,)* l *- T* @& ) t$, 
n 
= E( U,)* T*E( VI)* a.- T*E( U,,)* 2 
SW,, 
T*Bjn 
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It follows immediately that @ C @** since if v E @ then 
because for each cylinder A we have 
Furthermore the set @$* of probability measures in a** is a simplex. Indeed, 
for each 8, E 0 there must exist a sequence A,,, of cylinders in 9 and constants 
c, > 0 such that 
In;fnm c,E(A, K)*p* = 8, 
where the limit is taken in the weak * topology. But 
so that we can find a subsequence tl’ such that ~&ln~,J converges for i = l,..., d. 
This implies that c,’ converges to some finite c > 0 so that 
Since 0, is extremal we must have 
lim v&ln, k)t9j = const ek . n’-tOl 
But this is only possible if eitherj = K or else 
where 6, equals 0 or 1 depending on whether i # j or i = j. This implies that if 
9J = Cl olipi E @** then by applying 0, to both sides we must have tij = 0,v. 
It follows immediately that @TT consists of the d measures v1 ,..., qa and that 
cY$* is a simplex. Thus to complete the proof we need only show that @** is 
minimal. To do this, suppose that Y is a simple stochastic process with 
@cYcc**. 
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Then it follows that q+ consists of the functionals 0, ,,.., 0, and so Y+, must 
consist of the points R ,..., Q so that Y = CD**. Thus the Theorem is proved. 
9. An Example 
As a simple example, suppose that we let Y consist of the four states 
{1,2,3,4} and that vi , i = 1,2,3,4, are the measures on the path space of the 
temporally homogeneous Markov chain which starts in state i with probability 
1 and has transition probability matrix 
2 0 8 0 
T= i 0 4 0 +j 1 
oggo 
0 0 0 1 
In this case the algebraic representation (CD, T, E(U), p*) of the process is as 
follows: 
(i) @ is the linear span of the measures qua , i = 1,2,3,4 and so we can 
identify 0 with R4. That is to say, v is the Markov chain with initial distribution 
(PI , PS , PS , p4> in R4. 
(ii) T is the transition probability matrix. 
(iii) E(i) is the matrix with zeros everywhere except in the ith position on 
the diagonal where there is a 1. 






Suppose that U = { 1,2,3} consists of the first three states, and that we want 
to find aTpi = s Tudvi , i = 1,2,3,4. From Theorem 5.3 we see that the linear 
functional a: is the unique solution 
G*a,*qi = -1, i = 1, 2, 3 
aTy4 = 0. 
In terms of matrices we identify vi with the row vector with zeroes everywhere 
but the ith position where there is a 1 and a$ with the column vector 
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so that a: now becomes the unique solution of 
or equivalently 
Thus, solving we have 
Of course we have not developed this theory for the purpose of dealing with 
Markov processes but rather for studying the non-Markovian process. One 
elementary method of obtaining examples of non-Markovian processes is to take 
a function of a Markov process. For example, if we take the above Markov process 
we can derive from it a two state non-Markovian stochastic process which is in 
the state a when the original Markov process is in any one of the three states 
1,2,3 and b when the original process is in the state 4. The algebraic representa- 
tion of this new non-Markovian stochastic process is almost the same as the 
original algebraic representation except that now instead of having four pro- 
jections, E(l), E(2), E(3), E(4) we have only the two projections 
E(a) = E(1) + E(2) + E(3) 
E(b) = E(4). 
Other than that the two algebraic representations are identical. That is to say, 
@ is still just R4, T is still the original transition probability matrix and p* is still 
the functional identified with the column vector 
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1 
1 0 1 * 1 
Also if we let U = {u} then the expected time of exit from U is calculated just as 
before as the unique solution of 
G*u,*tpi = -1, i= 1,2,3 
or 
4h = I 
T dvl = 6 
4v2 = I r dcp, = 2 
4v2 = s 
r dcp8 = 4. 
What is most interesting to us about this new stochastic process is that @++ 
no longer consists of the measures v1 , ‘ps , vs, p* associated with the vectors 
(1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1) in P. It is true, of course, that 
v1 , vs , ~a and v’4 are in @+ , but they are not the extreme points of that set. 
Instead, as we will demonstrate in a moment, @++ consists of (0, - 1,2,0), 
(0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1) along with the set of points &, , n = 1,2, 3 ,... where $n 
is the measure associated with the vector 
?&z-J 2 ( 
n2 + 71 2n 
n2-n-j-2 ’ n2-n++ ‘- n2-n++ A). 
Clearly the coordinates of the point in R4 associated with (bn can no longer be 
interpreted as the initial probabilities of the process since the third coordinate is 
always negative. Nevertheless, each $,, is a genuine probability measure on 
(Q, 9) defined on cylinders via 
where the ti are either a or 6; and although I& is not a function of our original 
four state Markov process, problems such as the integrations in the previous 
theorems are still four dimensional. 
To prove that @++ is as we claim, we use the 8 representation of section 6. 
In this case 0 can be chosen to be the set of functionals 
e,* = [E(a)*T*]n E(b)*?*, n = 0, 1, 2,... 
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since for any functional c* E @p”+ we have E(b)* c* = const E(b)* p*. Clearly 
we can identify 0 with the set of nonnegative integers and with this identification 
X becomes the linear space of functions on the nonnegative integers with a basis 
consisting of the four functions fi = yvi , i = 1,2, 3,4 defined by 
fi(n) = f,(ex) = e,*qJi = [E(U)*T*]” E(b)* p*vi . 
Working this out in terms of the original matrices gives us 
f&.9 = X,&)(B - 1) n2-“-2 
f&d = Xpy(4 ?Pn-1 
f&) = X{&o. 
The operators T(l), E(u) and E(b) are, with respect to this basis, simply the 
matrices of the last section and p* is the linear functional p*fi = 1 for i = 
1,2,3,4. To find X++ we need only find those nonnegative functions f  for which 
for all g E S?, not constant multiples off, 
where the sup is only taken over those n for which f  (n) and g(n) are not both 
equal to zero. It is fairly easy to see that the only nonnegative functions satisfying 
this condition are the functions 
e&> = x&4 = f&4 = (0, O,O, 1) 
44 = x~,#W~ =fdn) = (0, LO, 0) 
e*&9 = x,,,&4(~ - 1P-* = 2f&) -f&z) = (0, -1, 2, 0) 
44 = ~~~~~(4 (n - k)(n - k - 1) 2-” ka-k+2 
= @-;+2f,(n)+ @“‘6:, fi@)- kZe2;+2 f&) 
k2 + k -2k 
k2-k++ ’ k2-k+2 
so that X++ consists of precisely these functions. If  one wants to express this 
stochastic process as a function of a temporally homogeneous Markov process 
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then we can find the inner structure X* whose state space is %++ by noting that 
Teb = eb 
Te, = Be, + 4% 
Te ** = !fe* + &h* 
Tel = Beb + tc++ + 2% 
Te = tk - ‘1’ - tk - ‘) + 2 ek-l + Ra + k 
k 2(k2 - k + 2) 2(k2 - k + 2) 
eb, A>2 
so that X* must have transition probability function P( a, .) defined by 
p(eb , eb) = 1 
it f = eb 
P(el A = is f = e** 
t, f = el 
ka + k 
2(k2 - k + 2) ’ f =eb 
(k-l)2-(k-l)+2 , 
2(k2 - k + 2) 
f=en-l . 
That is to say, our original stochastic process which, the reader will remember, 
we obtained by lumping together the first three states of a temporally homogene- 
ous Markov process; must now be expressed as a function of an infinite state 
temporally homogeneous Markov process X*. That is to say, 
where 
x = a(X”) 
e* e** el es e4 
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III. CONTINUOUS TIME THEORY 
10. Integration 
In this section we develope some techniques for integrating a measurable 
function f mapping (Q, s) into (-co, m). We start by letting Q(W) be the time 
of the kth jump of w and then write f  as a function of w(O), T(W) and w&,,; 
f(w) = f k% 5(w), 4w,l ] where w:(u) = w(t + u), 
THEOREM 10.1. If f [t, s, w,+] is continuous in s for each w E l2 and if q~ E a1 , 
then 
s f (WI cp@w) = low 1 f(t, s, w) E(W) G@‘$(du) a!~ 
Proof, I f  v  E CD, then 
I f(w) ddw) 
= s f MO), Q(W), d&d cp(dw) 
= j. ~(r,n)<Tl<((r+l),n), fK 7&4, 4(@)1 v@-fJ) 
= IS * f[5 , s, w] E({~}C) GeSEtCjGp)(dw) ds0 
which completes the proof of the theorem. 
Suppose that U is a subset of 9, T(W) = T”(W) is the first time that the path w 
is in UC and that f is a 9, = 9(X(u), u < 7) measurable function mapping IR 
into (-co, co). We want to compute the integral off with respect to each p E @. 
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That is to say, we wish to find the linear functional a; defined by 
at*v = f(w) ddw). I 
To do this, define f’ and feA, 5 E 9, as 
f’(w) = l$ t-w%+) -fkJ>l xr7,>t1w 
f^(W) = $$fb) - f  h.t)l 
where 
which leads to our basic integration theorem. 
THEOREM 10.2. I f  for each q E CD+ , ~(7 < co) = 1, and if 
and 
I efkJt+) -.&)I X171>tlkJ)I < WJJ) 
I f(u) - f  (%.t)l < WJ) 
a.s. p where J Mdp, < co and J Ndp < co and if f ,  f’ and f  h exist a.s. go and are 
integrable, then a;” is the unique solution of 
G*aT = a; + G*E((#)*a~~ on @,, [EU 
a;” =fW on Qir, 6EU’ 
where f  (5) is dejined asf(w) when w(O) = 5 E UC. 
Proof. If Q E 0, , f E U, then, using theorem 10.1, we have 
G*aTrp = $+I t-‘[T(t)* a;cp - a:rp] 
= ljz t-‘[aTT(t)cp - a;y] 
= lki t-l [f f(w) T(t) v,(h) - s f(w) dW] 
= lj+T t-l [l fh+) ddm) - j- f(w) dd4] 
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= a$p + G*E({e)“)* aT6-p 
If CJI E Qs , 5 E UC then clearly 
4% = ~fC-4 dd4 = jf(O v(W =f(5) 
since f is 9, measurable and so is only a function of W(O) = 1. 
To prove uniqueness, we first note that for v E QU we have 
G* * * ardl+m = aT/(1+7) G v 
+) +> 1 + T(W) w ddw) - 1 1 + T(W) VWJ) 
= hi t-1 1 :;g+, PWJ) - 1 1 ;‘$) 9JwJ) 
= hi t-l s E +t+) - [s>tl 1 + +Jt’) 1 :;I, ] ddw) 
+ !% t-1 i+&, [ 1 :;zt, - 1 ,“:;CO, 1 ddw) 
= $5 t-1 I [ T(W) - t T(W) [r>t, 1+ T(W) - t - 1 + T(W) cp(dw) + O(l) 1 
= !%? [l + T(W) $1 + T(W)] TwJ) 
=- 
I [l +i41 
a ddw) < 0, 
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andifcpE@&wehave 
4/(1+7P = 0. 
Now suppose that CT and c$ are both solutions of our equations. That is to say, 
G*c,* = uf”: + G*E({f))*u? on @, 
c37 =f(O, VEtI+, c$E UC. 
If, for each E > 0, we let b$ be the linear functional defined by 
b,* = cl* - c,* + Elz,*l(,,) 
then clearly bT satisfies 
G*b,* < 0 on QV 
b,*9 = 0 on oUO. 
Suppose that b$v < 0 for some q~ E CD U. Since @+ is weak * compact and since 
bT is continuous in the weak * topology of @+ , it follows that bf must obtain 
its minimum value in CD+ at some point IJ+, E 0+ . Since v0 = E(U) q+, + E( UC) v,, 
and since bTE( UC) CJI,, = 0 we can choose v0 E Gcr. But by the minimum principle 
G*b* c cpo = ‘;llt: f-Vr”W)~o - b,*rpol = 1;~ t-l[b,*E(U) T(t)vo - b:rpol > 0 
which is a contradiction since we have G*b$vo < 0 when CJJ~ E or,. Thus we 
must conclude that b:p, 2 0 for all CJI ECD U. Letting E + 0 we see that C&I > ctp, 
for all v E @+ . Interchanging cr and c$ yields, via the same reasoning C&J > C&O. 
Thus cf = cg and the theorem is proved. 
This last theorem also holds if we only require the equalities to hold for pl E Y 
where Y is a set of points in @+ which form a basis for @. This enables us to 
compute integrals when we have constructed a basis for CD, as we did in the last 
section, but don’t know CD+ . 
THEOREM 10.3. If Y C Qi, and the points in Y form a basis of @, then under 
the conditions of theorem 10.2 af* is the unique solution of 
G*a; = u; + G*E({t)“)*a> on WY, 5 E u 
with boundary condition 
6831911-4 
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PYOO~. The proof is exactly as the proof of the preceding theorem except 
that CD+ is replaced by Y. 
THEOREM 10.4. Ifv(~ -=c a) = 1, p E @+ and iff(w) = g(w(~(w)) is integra- 
ble then at* is the unique solution of 
G*a* = 0 f on @,, [EU 
4 = &3 on Q8, tEUE. 
THEOREM 10.5. If V(T < co) = 1, v E CD+ and ;ff(w) = n(w), the number of 
jumps of u between times 0 and r(w), is integrable, then a? is the unique solution of 
G*a,* = -G*E({[y)*p* on CDr, [EU 
a; = 0 on ar, .$EiZJ’. 
THEOREM 10.6. I f  rp(~ < m) = 1, y  E @+ and if fn(w) = ($,‘“‘g(w(u)) du)” 
is integrable then aFO = p* and in general aTm is the unique solution of 
G*U* f, = --ng(&T+-, on ae, ~EU 
* af =o on Qc, [.5UC. 
THEOREM 10.7. I f  ~(7 < 03) = 1, F E @+ and ;f 
f  = 4, = xc:w h its 1) before leaving VI 9 
r] E U, is integrable then af* is the unique solution of 
G*a* = 0 f on Q+, 5 E WI1 
a? = xdt‘) on %, 5 E UC u h>. 
THEOREM 10.8. I f  cp(~ -=c m) = I, p E CD+ ad if f  (w) = number of times the 
path w intersects itself up to time T(W) is integrable, then a? is the unique solution of 
G*aT = -G*E({~}“)*a& on Qi,, [EU 
af* = 0 on QE, 5EUC. 
THEOREM 10.9. If p)(~ -c co) = 1, y E @+ rmd i f f  (w) = U,(W) = the number 
of upcrosskgs of the path w of the level ol$ Y c (---CO, CO) up to time T(W) is 
integrable, then a? is the unique solution of 
G*a,* = -E(-co, a)* G*E(ar, a)*~* on 4jr, 5~ U 
a; = 0 on Gr, [EU’. 
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THEOREM 10.10. IfT(T < co) = 1, YE@+ andif 
f(w) = Xt”:max,g<~cw~w(k)(d(W) 
then af* is the unique solution of 
G*a,* = 0 on @P,, 5 E U\[% a) 
4 = Xk<&) on @, , 4 E [U\h =Jo)l”. 
THEOREM 10.11. If p)(~ < 00) = 1, TE@+ and ;f f(w) = the number of 
distinct states visited up to time T(W) is integrable, then a? is the unique solution of 
G*a* f = -G*E({[}“)* (p* - hf) on Gp, fEU 
@I* = 1 on Qr, ~EU’. 
Il. Fibre Bundle Representations 
Suppose that (a, T(t), E(U), p*) is the algebraic representation of a stochastic 
process and that 8 consists of one point 19 from each of the extremal rays of the 
weak * closure of the positive cone generated by the functionals 
T(t,)* E(q)* *-* T(t,)* E( u,)* p*, 
chosen so that if 8 E 0, = E(a)* 8 then so is the fibre 
g,0 = exp[tE(a)* G*E(u)*] 8 
so long as g,6 is in one of the extremal rays. Each p c @ can be thought of as a 
function j, on 8 via 
fade) = 4J 
since fm = 0 if and only if ‘p = 0. The resulting linear space 95 of functions on 8 
is isomorphic to 0 via the mapping y: q~ + f, and gives us what we will call the 
fibre bundle representation (S, T(t), E(U), p*) of the stochastic process. 
In the fibre bundle representation the set 97+ = y@+ is the set of nonnegative 
functions f E 35 with p*f = 1. If we define the operator D on S via 
D = c E(a) GE(a) 
a.9 
or equivalently 
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and if we define the boundary X3 of 0 to be the collection of all 0 E 0 for which 
there is no t > 0 and no 0’ E 0 with f3 = g,B’, and we define the interior Int 0 
to be the complement in 0 of a@; then provided that every f~ 3 is either 
identically zero on a particular fibre or has only zeroes of finite order m on the 
fibre, that is to say 
0 =f(e) = of(e) = ... = o-y(e), 
we get the following 
Dmf(e) f 0 
THEOREM 11 .l. I f  (X, T(t), E(U), p*) is the f&e bundle representation of Q 
stochastic process and if every f E 3 is either identically zero on a j&e or else has 
only zeroes of jinite order on the Jibre, then necessary and su&knt conditions that 
f E X++ are that f E X with p*f = 1 and that 
(i) if 0 E Int 0 is a zero of order m off then m is even. 
(ii) if 6’ E a@ is a zero of order m off then Dmf (0) > 0. 
(iii) f  has a maximal zero set. That is to say for any g E 3, g not a scaler 
qultiple off, 
where it is understood that the supremum is taken only over those 0 where f  (0) # 0. 
Proof. Suppose f  E %++ . Clearly f  E 95 and p*f = 1. Furthermore, since 
f  > 0 we must have (i) and (ii). Thus we need only show (iii). To do this, 
suppose that f  does not have a maximal zero set in 0. Then there exists a function 
g E 27, g not a scaler multiple off, with 




since if f(0) = 0 then 
*f (0) + a%44 d if (W + Cx I mYw1 
<f(e) 
and 
*f (0) + +g(e) = 4f(e)rl + 0~ I g(e)/f(e)li 
3 if(e) [I - a$] 
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and iff(0) = 0 then clearlyg(B) = 0. Thus sincefe 9?++ we must havef a scaler 
multiple of g which is a contradiction. Thusf has a maximal zero set and we have 
proved (iii). 
On the other hand, suppose that f E 9, p*f = 1 and f satisfies conditions 
(i)-(iv) of the theorem. If f $ S, then there must exist a 0 E 0 with f(0) < 0. 
Since f has only even ordered zeroes for 0 E Int 0 it follows that there exists a 
6’ E 363 for which either f(0’) -=c 0 or else 8’ is a zero of order m > 0 off with 
Pf (0) < 0 which in either event contradicts condition (ii). Thus f E Z-, . TO 
show that f E %++ we note that if 
f=LYg+(l--)h, O<ol<l, gE%+, he%+, 
then by condition (iii) and the fact that f, g and h are nonnegative we have 
which is clearly impossible. Thus f E L’Z++ and we have proved the theorem. 
12. Existence of X* 
We will call an inner structure X* of X semisimple if for each a E 9 and 
f~ %++(a) = E(u) 9?++ there exists a real number q(f) > 0, a measure q(f, *) 
on %++\(f} and a curve f t  in Z++(u) such that if X*(O) = f  then X* holds on the 
curve fu with holding time distribution 
P[X*(u) = fu , 0 G 24 G t I X*(O) = f  I = exp (-jot q(fJ du) 
and if X* does jump from the curve at some time t then the distribution of the 
point it jumps to is given by p(ft , *)/q(fJ on Z++\{ft}. If we define the operator 
A bY 
Af (0) = kfdfl) ttzO 
then we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 12.1. A necessary and @icient condition that a stochastic process 
with fibre bundle representation (3, T(t), E(U), p*) have a semisimple inner 
structure X* is that there exist for each a E Y and f  E %++(a) a curve ft E S++(u) 
a& a constant c(f) > 0 such that 
1. (A - Qf G 4f)f 
for all f  E ST-++ . 
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If a semisimple inner structure for X exists relative to the curve ft , then a necessary 
and su@ktzt condition that a pair of q functions generate an inner structure relative 
to ft is that for each f  c X++ , 
II. 
I r ++ 
-it) gn(f, did = df )f + Gf - Af. 
Proof. Suppose that X has a semisimple structure X* relative to the curves 
ft and q functions q( .), q( f ,  e). Then for each f  E SY++ and t E [0, co) we must have 
T(t)f = E(X*(t) 1 x*(o) = f) 
= ft  exp (-1: dfu) du) 
+ k++ it gt-,q(f, ,dg) exp [ -1’ q(fJ du - JO’-’ dgu) du] h + o(t). 
If we differentiate both sides of this last equation with respect to t at t = 0 then 
we arrive at 
Gf = Af - df)f + lz++,til gq(f, 49 
and so II is proved. Condition I now follows from II since condition II yields 
(A - G)f G df)f 
WV - G) E(a)f G df) E(a)f 
[C JW A&4 - C &4 GW] f  G df)f 
a a 
(A - D)f d df )f 
since E(u) AE(u) = M?(u). 
On the other hand, suppose that condition I is satisfied. Then since 
(G- D)f>O for frz%++, we can define q(f) to be the smallest positive 
number for which 
(G--)f-(A--)f+df)f 2% fes++ 
and so by Choquet’s theorem [5] there exists a nonnegative measure qcf, .) on 
A?- ++ such that 
G - Af + df)f = Ix++ gdf, 43 = k,\tij gdf, dg), 
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where the last equality is ensured by the minima&y of q(f). To complete the 
proof we need only show that the Markov process X* on 9?++ relative to the 
above Q functions and curvesf$ is a semisimple inner structure for X. That is to 
say, we need only check that for eachfc %++ and t E [0, co), 
T(t)f = 23(X*(t) 1 x*(o) = f) 
or equivalently that 
Gf = ; E(X*(t) I x*(O) = f> It-o . 
But, as in the first half of the proof, and by the construction of our 4 functions, 
we have 
g -w*(t) I x*(o) =f> It-0 
= Af - q(f )f + 1 gq(f, dg) 
= Gf 
and so the proof is complete. 
13. Computation of X* 
In this section we assume that @+ is a stochastic process whose fibre bundle 
representation (97, T(t), E(U), p*) has the properties: 
(i) there are only finitely many distinct fibres in 0. 
(ii) each f  E SF is either identically zero on a given fibre or else it has only 
finitely many zeroes on that fibre, each zero being of finite order. 
And we assume that to each f  E %+(a), t E [0, co) and 6 E a@ there correspond 
functions f t  and f  * in %++(a) such that f,$ = (f& and 
(iii) Af = (a/at) ft It4 has th e same zeroes as f on 89 and (A - D) f has 
the same zeroes as f  in Int 0. 
(iv) if 0 E 89 is a zero off of order m then f e has a zero of order m - 1 at B 
and zeroes of at least the same orders as those off elsewhere. 
(v) limsup,,, 1 h(g,@/f (g,B)I < co where h is any one of the functions 
ft, fe, Af or Df. 
THEOREM 13.1. Under the above condition X* can be chosen to be a semisimple 
inner structure of X with curves ft , t E [0, co) and q functions defined by 
q(f,fe) = o”f(w-lf”(~) 
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; f  t9 E a@ is a zero of order m off; and for f  E %++(a), q(f, .) is defined on SF++ - 
%++(a) using Choquet’s Theorem [S] oia 
s 8++-~++(a) gdf7 49 = (G - D)f 
and q(f) is defined by 
q(f) = -P* Df + c& q(f,f”)s 
Proof. By Theorem 12.1 we need only show that there exists a constant 
c(f) > 0 for which 
1 (A - D)f G 4f )f, 
and 
II 
s ~++-. gq(fs 49 = q(f )f + Gf - Af. 
Since we have defined q(., *) so that 
s ~++-~++(d gq(f, 49 = (G - D)f, f  E s++(a) 
equation II reduces to 
s ~++(cr)-o~ gq(f, 49 = q(f )f + Df - Af, f  E z++(a) 
or 
&f tq(f,f 9 = qCf)f + Df - Af 
which in turn implies equation I. 
To show this last equality we need, by Theorem 11.1, only show that 
sup 
I 
Af (4 - J?f(e) + Creasftq(f,f ‘) 
f(6) 
< o3 . 
8 
It follows from condition (v) that the above function is bounded as 0 goes to co 
along any fibre and so the inequality is proved via L’Hospital’s rule if we can 
show that whenever f  has a zero of order m at a point 0 then the numerator has a 
zero of order at least m at the same point. Suppose, first of all, that 0 E a@ is a zero 
of order m off. For K < m - 1 we have by (iii) and (iv) 
Dk [Af (0) - Df (4 + t;ef’(4 q(f,f O] = 0 
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since for k < m - 1 we have 
0 = D”Af(e) = D”“f(S) = Dy(e). 
For k = m - 1 we have 
On the other hand, suppose that 0 E Int 0 is a zero of order m off. Then since, 
(A - D)fand$ h ave the same zeroes as f in Int 0, we have for k < m 
D” [Afw - Df(e) + d;@f’(e) n(Jf9-j = 0, 
Thus we have shown that for some constant c, 
cf = Af - Df + &f Cq(f,f 9 
since f has a maximal zero set and every zero of multiplicity m off is a zero of 
multiplicity at least m of the right hand side of the equation. The value of the 
constant c can be determined by applying p* to both side of the equation, giving 
c = q(f) since 
a a 
P*Af = ,,p*ft lt=o = z 1 jtcO = o. 
Thus the proof is complete. 
14. Multiple Particle Representations 
Suppose that (CX, T(t), E(U), p*) is the fibre bundle representation of a 
stochastic process and that S is finite dimensional. Each f E I must satisfy the 
characteristic polynomial of the operator D and so f(g&) must be a linear 
combination of the function exp rt where Y is a root of the characteristic poly- 
nomial of D. Let the real roots of the characteristic polynomial of D be 
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let 0, be 0 enlarged by the addition of a point 8, for each point 8 E a@, and 
define 0, to be a zero of degree m off E .%++ if and only if rm is the largest real 
root for which exp r,t occurs in the expression for f (g@). We can now identify 
each f E %++ with a collection of particles on 0, by placing m particles at 0 if 0 
is a root of order M off, since if f f SF++ and g E %++ have the same associated 
collections of particles, then f = g since in that case 
and so f = g by Theorem 11.1. Thus X* can be interpretted as either the 
motion of waves f on 0 or as the motion of a system of particles on 9. 
15. The Motion of X* on a Single Fibre 
Suppose that 0 E a@ and that LP is the linear space of all functions f E !& whose 
support is the single fibre g,B, 0 < t < co. The fibre g&I, 0 < t < CD can be 
identified with the interval [O, co) and each function f E %a can then be thought 
of as a function mapping [0, a3) into (-co, 00) via 
f(t) =fw). 
If P, B E a@, is finite dimensional then since it is closed under the differential 
operator D it follows that each f E 99 satisfies the characteristic polynomial of D 
and so each f in P is the solution of a linear differential equation with constant 
coefficients. Thus if $9 is finite dimensional it will have a basis consisting of 
functions of the form 
f(t) = tme-rt cos at, g(t) = tme-yt sin at. 
As an example, consider the case where 
ze = {f: f (t) = (OLg + C+t + “’ + a,&ltd-‘) eprt, a~ ,..., ad--l red} 
and t is a fixed positive real number and d is a fixed positive integer. If f  E St+ = 
$0 n %++ then it must have the form 
f(t) = const tko(t - [,)z”1 *.* (t - &#+ft - zl)(t - ZJ -0. (t - q)(t - SQe-‘* 
where [I ,..., &,, are real, z, ,..., Z~ are complex, nonzero and not real and k, + 
& + ... + 2k, + 21 < d. Furthermore by Theorem 11.2 we must have 
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where the inf is taken over all g E 39 which are not constant multiples off. 
However, unless I= 0 we can choose g to be 
g(t) = t”(t - &)2kl .a- (t - &J2km tzeert 
in which case 
Thus St+ consists precisely of the functionsf of the form 
where A, + 2k, + .** + 2k, < d and 0 < t1 < **a < &,, < co. If f Ep++ is 
given by the above expression then we can, for fi < t < &+i , let 
sk73+2k1+‘a’+2kt(s + t _ [i+l)2kf+l . . . (s + t - ~m)2k"le-""+t' 
f&) = jam uko+2kkl+...+2kr(U + t _ 5 
i+1 
)2k~+~ . . . (u + t - 4 
m  )2k, r+‘u+t) du 
and, noting that 9 is identified with 0, 
fob) = 
po-ys _ tljakl . . . (S - &J2kme-rs 
J; Uko-l(U _ ,&)2k1 . . . (U - &,JBkm eeru du 
so that we have by Theorem 12.1 a semisimple inner structure X* of X on the 
fibre g,B, 0 < t < UJ with curves ft and q functions 
py(o) 
dfsf “1 = @o-‘f”(0) = 
J;u~o-‘(u - .$)2kl .-a (u - &,J”“- es”‘ du , k , o 
J; uko(u - ,&)2*1 -.a (u - ,f,)“‘“n e+‘ du ’ 
df,f “) qdf) = If(O) if k,>O if k,=O. 
Thought of as a multiple particle system X* starts with d or fewer particles placed 
on the fibre [0, co] where particles always appear in pairs in (0, co). These 
particles then move uniformly towards zero. When a particle reaches zero it holds 
there until it jumps to co where it remains until the process moves to another 
fibre. 
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